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About This Content

Developed in the years immediately following World War II, the MiG-15bis was a first-generation jet fighter designed by the
Mikoyan-Gurevich design bureau of the Soviet Union. The MiG-15bis is a single engine, swept-wing jet that saw over 15,000
copies produced. The MiG-15 gained fame in the skies over Korea where it battled the F-86 Sabre and other allied aircraft. It
proved an excellent match to the Sabre, and it often came down to the skill of the pilot that determined who made it home and

who was left dangling from a parachute. Having an excellent thrust-to-weight ratio and good climbing characteristics, the
MiG-15bis was also armed with two NR-23 23mm cannons and a single, powerful N-37 37mm cannon. Not surprisingly, it is

considered by many as one of the deadliest fighters of the era.

Key Features of the DCS: MiG-15bis:

Unmatched flight physics that allow you to truly feel what it's like to fly this legend of the USSR.

Highly detailed, six-degrees-of-freedom (6 DOF) cockpit.

Interact with cockpit controls with your mouse.

Accurate MiG-15bis model, country markings, and weapons.
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Detailed modelling the MiG-15bis instruments, weapons, engine, radios, fuel, and electrical systems.

Battle DCS: F-86F Sabre’s in single and multiplayer games.
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Title: DCS: MiG-15Bis
Genre: Simulation
Developer:
Belsimtek
Publisher:
The Fighter Collection, Eagle Dynamics SA
Release Date: 13 Mar, 2015

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum system requirements: 
OS 64-bit Windows 7/8/10; DirectX11; CPU: Core i3 at 2.8GHz; RAM: 8 GB; Free hard disk space: 60 GB; Video: NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 770 / ATI R9 280X DirectX11); requires internet activation.

English,German,Russian,Czech
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Beautiful bird and and fun to fly, imo exceed sabre in every way (service ceiling, climb rate, cannon caliber and its look are
superb) however nothing to play with yet in 2.2 and with deferred shading on there are flashy glitchy textures, hopefully it
would be fixed in the upcoming 2.5. I love Mig's and fighter jets such as this, and i must say it is very realistic and the plane
feels just really really nice, i hate the price tag for all the planes but this ones worth it.. This is the first module I bought for DCS
and I whole-heartedly recommend it. The exterior model is drop dead beautiful and I have not had a single bug or problem. I
also found a soundmod with which I sometimes think I am actually inside a jet fighter. See my not very serious video where I
also have a link to the sound mod

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZkUiC_o9o-M

The plane is powerful and maneuvrable but not exactly forgiving - at least I crash a lot from aerobatic maneuvres. So either I am
just too inexperienced or not paying enough attention for a high fidelity simulation. Though I have played simulations before, I
was simply shocked by the aerodynamic modelling. Unlike in older games you can't just pull the stick fully in any direction
(especially not the rudders), or you become unconscious, or enter a stall, or probably both.

I even managed to shut down my engine by trying an inverted loop, and since I didn't know how to start it in mid air, I had to
eject the plane!

If you love the shape and history of the Mig 15, get it. I can not report any of the problems some people have with this mod. The
downside is of course the lack of a lot of ordnance and missions \/ campaigns. This may be a letdown, but I'd rather take a very
well made plane with little to no extras, than the other way round.. This is the first module I bought for DCS and I whole-
heartedly recommend it. The exterior model is drop dead beautiful and I have not had a single bug or problem. I also found a
soundmod with which I sometimes think I am actually inside a jet fighter. See my not very serious video where I also have a link
to the sound mod

https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=ZkUiC_o9o-M

The plane is powerful and maneuvrable but not exactly forgiving - at least I crash a lot from aerobatic maneuvres. So either I am
just too inexperienced or not paying enough attention for a high fidelity simulation. Though I have played simulations before, I
was simply shocked by the aerodynamic modelling. Unlike in older games you can't just pull the stick fully in any direction
(especially not the rudders), or you become unconscious, or enter a stall, or probably both.

I even managed to shut down my engine by trying an inverted loop, and since I didn't know how to start it in mid air, I had to
eject the plane!

If you love the shape and history of the Mig 15, get it. I can not report any of the problems some people have with this mod. The
downside is of course the lack of a lot of ordnance and missions \/ campaigns. This may be a letdown, but I'd rather take a very
well made plane with little to no extras, than the other way round.. MiGnificent 15. The DCS MiG-15bis module
comprehensively covers this first-generation jet fighter in an unprecedented level, from its accurate flight model down to every
single flip-switch.

As with any DCS World module, what you get out of it depends on what you put into it. As a newcomer to DCS World,
I\u2019ve gotten a lot of joy out of dogfighting the MiG-15\u2019s counterpart from the Korean War, the F-86 Sabre, where
air combat relied primarily on pilot skill and taking full advantage of the early jet fighters' strengths. With that said,
there\u2019s lot of room for improvement in my dogfighting abilities, but I do feel like I\u2019m improving with experience,
and I\u2019m also looking to delve deeper into MiG-15\u2019s finer details, such as performing a cold startup from memory.

The biggest knock against this module is that it\u2019s very lacking in prebuilt missions and campaigns. It would be really nice
to fly some historical Korean War missions. Perhaps they may show up in a future update or module, but for now, the DCS
website has some user-created missions and liveries that will adequately hold me over for now.

Aside from its shortcomings, the MiG-15bis is a great module for anyone interested in studying this feared Soviet aircraft. I
highly recommend a HOTAS joystick system and a head-tracking device such as TrackIR.. Where's the bathroom on this
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thing?. The Mig 15 bis is a beautiful module the only thing is that I get mad about is no campange or trainng missinos but
besides that, just go to the dcs website and look for mission for this game under user files! Besides no missions and stuff the
flight is amazing a little hard but not like rocket science :). Hope that in steam DCSdlc to see more modules.Such as
M2000c\/Spitfire IX\/C-101\/Bf 109 K-4.Please don't let us wait too long. thx!. Where's the bathroom on this thing?
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A nice module but lacking content unless bought with the "Museum Relic" campaign, so buy in a sale.. You should buy the the
Mig-15bis and\/or the F-86F if:

a) You're looking for a realistic, yet manageable entry into the DCS ecosystem
b) You're interested in early Cold War aircraft
c) You like the idea of WWII tactics meeting the modern age
d) You don't have a full HOTAS setup, but do have a joystick (I've got a Logitech Extreme 3D Pro)

Both planes are great buys. For some reason, Steam won't let me post a review for the F-86, but they're both very good--worth
the money to buy both at the same time if they're on sale.. The detail is amazing. I respect that they have a translated version of
the cockpit as well which helps when learning the plane as a native English speaker with zero Cyrillic experience. I'm not a very
experienced DCS pilot, was always more of a WW2 guy, so I can't really give as detailed of a review as I would like. Suffice to
say, this is a top notch module for a top notch simulation.

EDIT: After spending tons more time on this module, I have to praise the developers some more. I have been digging into the
INCREDIBLY DETAILED flight manual found in the docs folder. The level of detail is so good, I have trouble finding the
words.. The Mig 15 bis is a beautiful module the only thing is that I get mad about is no campange or trainng missinos but
besides that, just go to the dcs website and look for mission for this game under user files! Besides no missions and stuff the
flight is amazing a little hard but not like rocket science :). A nice module but lacking content unless bought with the "Museum
Relic" campaign, so buy in a sale.. As a long time sim pilot I find myself very critical of simulation games in general as they
often overlook key mechanics, physics or otherwise, in their flight models. I am pleased to say that does not seem to be the case
here. As an older jet fighter this aircraft has several quirks that I would expect such as an extrodinarily long turbine spool-up
time before throttle changes are realized. Its stall characteristics are similarly drastic but again this is what I would expect from
this airframe. Despite (and in fact because of) these nuances I find the MiG-15 a joy to fly!
It has an impressive top speed (complete with the control loss as we approach overspeed that I know the aircraft suffered from)
and enjoys a tight turn radius with some fun fast-action air-brakes (that you super need) both in landing and dogfights.
Speaking of dogfights a friend and I dueled the MiG-15 and F-86 and were impressed at how well the aircraft matched up with
eachother. They were noted as having very similar performance specs (not to say they fly the same because they don't) and we
were very pleased that Belsimtek did such a great job matching those aircraft to historical specifications.
All-in-all I very much enjoy this aircraft and would recommend it.
The price tag is pretty steep though so save your money and get it on sale!. Hope that in steam DCSdlc to see more
modules.Such as M2000c\/Spitfire IX\/C-101\/Bf 109 K-4.Please don't let us wait too long. thx!. Beautiful bird and and fun to
fly, imo exceed sabre in every way (service ceiling, climb rate, cannon caliber and its look are superb) however nothing to play
with yet in 2.2 and with deferred shading on there are flashy glitchy textures, hopefully it would be fixed in the upcoming 2.5
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